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Historically, Disaster Recovery plans have focused on technology (hot site) 
and data (back up and off-site storage). Very little attention was given to the 
people component. The assumption was made that the required people 
would simply go to the internal or external hot site. Of course this thinking 
was changed dramatically by Covid-19. Most people are working from home. 
But how about the return to workplace plans and the second disaster, that’s 
coming?
Suppose it’s a Regional Power outage. Can people continue to work from 
home? This article addresses some of the human concerns of business 
continuity. 

Who Are the People, and Where Are They From?

For this example, assume we are dealing with a critical end user department 
of 100 employees: an order entry, customer service or call center.

Let’s examine the profile of these 100 employees. Most are women. Many 
are single parents. Many use public transportation for their commute (masks 
and separation on buses?). Do we create car pools? Most bring their lunch. 
Most have other commitments that don’t allow for overnight stays, much 
overtime or schedule changes. Some have special needs family members: 
children, a spouse, or parents. Most consider this a job, not a career. So will 
they even go? They may if the alternate facility is better than home: heat, 
cooling, water, place for kids.

What are the complications for our business recovery plan? The work group 
recovery center is almost certainly not near the primary work location. It 
shouldn’t be, in order to protect from a regional disaster and to have it 
located on a different power grid, etc. So how do these people get to the 
recovery center? Do we contract for bus service from the normal work 
location vicinity to the recovery center? Can a charter bus service respond 
within hours of a disaster? Will these employees accept the double 
commute? Will we ask them to come earlier? Not likely, because of the 
profile already described. Can we accept a 6-hour workday in light of the 
double commute)? Do we use temporary help to supplement our employees?

Have we recognized (and planned for) a regional disaster, when many of the 
100 will not come? It could be because of the impact to their homes, an 



inability to travel, fear of Covdi-19, or something as simple as school closings
– the kids are home and need childcare.

These are all issues that must be dealt with in our plans. Perhaps our plan 
needs to treat each one of these 100 employees as a critical resource with 
dependencies on transportation, etc. If this is a 24×7 operation, it is even 
more complicated.

The Alternate Facility: Is It Really Ready?

If we’ve solved all of these problems and figured out how to get 100 
employees to our alternate site, what about the facility itself? Consider some
critical people issues which you may have ASSUMED the hot site vendor 
already considered. What about masks, testing, social distancing?

If we can get those 100 people to drive to the center, is there enough 
parking for 100 cars? Is there a cafeteria that will hold 100 people – social 
distanced? Are there coffee pots? Are there rest room facilities for 100 
people? How often are they cleaned? What about sanitizing, desks, 
workstations? Are there gloves, masks? Some time ago, the author visited a 
hot site with 100 seats and only 4 ladies room stalls – not enough for our 
example workforce. Imagine the congestion at lunchtime, even with 
staggered lunch hours! Are the climate controls sufficient for 100 people?

What provisions have been made for children? We must assume if there is 
ANY kind of regional disaster, the ONLY way many employees will report to 
work is if there are provisions for children.

What about medical treatment needs? Are there sufficient supervisors’ 
offices? Are the workstations equipped with headsets (disposable), sanitized?
What will the noise level be? Too many work group recovery facilities consist 
of workstations on tables with inadequate partitioning/distancing/shields.

The DR Test: Real Tests for Real People

Let’s assume we solve the transportation and facility issues. The next 
challenge is how do we uncover more exposures, i.e., how do we test? Is it 
likely our organization will take 100 people to an alternate site to test? 
Probably not.

This is a great situation for the use of a tabletop test. You will need:

 Directions to the recovery center
 A COMPLETE floor plan of the recovery center (work stations, 

cafeteria, entrances, exits, rest rooms, etc.)



 Names, addresses, and phone numbers of all 100 people (privacy 
issues?)

 Transportation plans: how each employee will get to the center (car, 
public transportation, recovery bus).

Then, on some pre-planned Saturday, get as many supervisors as possible to
the recovery site and conduct your exercise. Good luck!
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